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ABSTRACT

The objective of this project is based on the Water Billing Calculation System of Muthur Water Board located in Muthur in Trincomalee district. This project helps to above Water Board implement a new system for facilitating of the Finance section work make easier.

The project proposed, intends to create a Water Billing System which is maintaining many details related to Water Board; such as monthly water bill calculation, Bill payment, bill details, etc. The computerized system manages the water bill details professionally. The Water bill details details stored in to system.

Keeping track of records of all day today activities done by administrator and retrieving, manipulating and storing data would be maintained through the database. It would make possible searching the past records and generating the required reports. These facts are carrying out an efficient service with reduction of work load.

All the interfaces are user friendly, The Water Billing Calculation System which including the C Sharp (C#) programming language of main function focus on the user interface development.